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FOCUS:  Knowing What You Want & Exactly How You Will Get It

Over the years, I never found that I was particularly successful with doing the traditional 
pre-game visualization.  My mind usually started to wander pretty quickly, and even 
when I was able to maintain a quiet focus on what I needed to do, I never really found 
that it translated into a better on-ice performance.  Maybe I didn!t practice it enough, but 
after trying to make it work for years, I decided that I needed to try a different strategy. 

FOCUS STRATEGY #1:  PRE & POST GAME NOTES

One thing that I found worked consistently throughout my entire career playing at the 
elite level was writing out pre-game and post-game notes.  

I started a new little spiral bound notebook at the beginning of each season and wrote 
down 5 to 10 things I was going to focus on for the upcoming game. I wrote the pre-
game notes before I got to the rink so that the ideas had time to settle in my mind before 
I started physically getting ready for the game.  

Then after the game was finished, I spent 3 minutes writing down a quick recap of the 
game, focusing on what I did well and what I needed to improve on for the next game.
This simple exercise helped me become AWARE of the areas that I needed to focus on. 

What was I writing in the book?  

The aspects of my performance that I had complete control over.

It would be great if I could have just written down, “Score 3 goals” and it would magically  
happen.  But unfortunately, that!s not how this process works.

Focus On Process-Based (Not Outcome-Based) Goals
Instead of writing down the outcome-based goal (getting a hat-trick), I would write down 
what I was specifically going to focus on in order to achieve this goal.   I might say, “I will 
shoot whenever I have an opportunity to get the puck on net”.  This is a process-based 
goal that is completely under my control.  I can!t control whether the goalie is going to 
make the save or if I am even going to get the chance to get three shots on net during 
the game, but I can commit to shooting the puck whenever I get the opportunity. 

Write Down What Comes Naturally
The key to this focusing strategy is to just write down whatever comes naturally.  I 
always had to fight the temptation to look back at past notes and “cheat” on my pre-
game notes.  And you know what?  Those days that I found myself searching for things 
to write down were the days that I didn!t perform as well.  The games where I was able 
to write down 5 to 10 points about what I was going to do during the game quickly, were 
the games where I played my best.  
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In the beginning, it can be hard to figure out what to write down.  When I was struggling 
to come up with ideas, I would think about 1 or 2 things that I could focus on in each 
section of the ice (defensive, neutral and offensive zone, as well as on the bench) that 
would help my teammates and I perform our best.  As you get more familiar with the 
process, it becomes much easier to do.  

For example, if you are playing a team that night that you have already played 8 times 
during the season, you will have a pretty good sense of their systems and tendencies.  
You don!t want to focus too much on their game - after all, the point of this exercise is to 
stay focused on the things that you have complete control over.  

But, if you are a winger and you know that the other team uses a really aggressive 
forecheck where their defensemen always pinch down, you might write down, “Keep my 
head on a swivel and chip the puck out of the zone under pressure”.  Notice how you 
have made the note personal, as opposed to saying, “Watch out for their aggressive 
forecheck”.  Keeping your head on a swivel and focusing on getting the puck out under 
pressure are things that you have complete control over. 

A Note About Post-Game Notes
I have always found that consistently committing to writing down post-game notes is 
similar to how a lot of people approach post-game stretching.  

We always say that we!ll get to it later - and then we never do it.  

This post-game reflection is critical because it allows you to assess how well you did 
with our goals for that particular game.  If you wrote down that you were going to focus 
on getting your feet moving as quickly as soon as you touched the puck, the best time 
to ask yourself whether you accomplished this goal is right after the game.  I typically 
write down what the score of the game was, 4 or 5 things that I did really well (some of 
which may not have been on my goal list for the game that day) and 3 or 4 things that I 
need to improve on for the next game. 

This is a great way to put the game “to bed” and give some closure.  Of course when we 
play a great game or our team performs particularly well, we want to live in that moment 
as long as possible.  And when we don!t do so well, we tend to dwell on it for far too 
long.  Analyzing the game quickly and making some quick notes allows us to summarize 
our thoughts and feelings about it and then move on.  That!s why it is critical to write 
some specific action steps that you are going to take so that you can move forward 
instead of dwelling on the past.  These might look something like:

• Follow every shot I take to the net to find rebounds.

• Communicate more with my teammates on the forecheck.

• Refocus on my primary goals after every shift.
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You might choose these particular points because you missed a great rebound chance 
in the game, got all mixed up on the forecheck system and found yourself dwelling on 
the mistakes you made in the game instead of how you were going to fix them.  Notice 
how I have framed these in a positive, pro-active way.  Instead of focusing on what I 
didn!t do, these action steps focus on what I will do the next time I am out on the ice. 

DEALING WITH DISTRACTIONS

It is hard to maintain your cool when your are down by two goals late in the third and the 
ref calls yet another questionable penalty on your team.  It is difficult not let your 
frustrations show when you aren!t getting as much ice time as you would like.   And a 
rowdy “hometown” crowd in a visitor!s rink can be enough to throw anyone off their 
game.  There are always going to be potential distractions lurking around each and 
every corner of the rink.  

So how do you maintain your composure in the face of all of these distractions?
First, it is important to remember that:

Distractions are only distractions if you let them affect you.  

Distractions can be broken down into two categories:  internal and external.  Some 
players are more prone to being affected by internal distractions, such as over-thinking 
and self-doubt, while others are more affected by external distractions, such as poor 
officiating and unruly fans.  For example, I rarely noticed the crowd when playing in big 
games, but was more likely to fall victim to over-thinking on the ice. 

Here are examples of some common distractions that affect players:

Internal Distractions External Distractions

Over-thinking Poor and unfair officiating

Doubting yourself & your abilities Bad ice conditions

Comparing yourself to other players Players arriving late

Worrying about making a mistake Loud fans

Wanting to impress a family member who 
has come to watch you play

Arriving at arena late because of bad 
traffic or a snowstorm

Worrying about a test you have tomorrow Forgetting a piece of equipment

Being intimidated by players on the other 
team

Coaches changing the line-up at the last 
minute
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Identify Your Top 3 Distractions

Players should identify the 3 distractions that affect them most and note whether they 
are more prone to internal or external distractions.  

Your “Top 3” list of distractions might look like this:

1)  Over-thinking on the ice  (internal)
2)  Arriving late and not being able to go through your pre-game routine (external)
3)  Getting frustrated by poor calls by the referees (external)

Once you are AWARE of which distractions you are prone to, you can start to use your 
refocusing strategies to regroup.   For example, if you know that you are prone to over-
thinking your actions on the ice, then you might notice how you tend to stop moving 
your feet when you get the puck instead of accelerating with it.  To overcome this 
internal distraction, you could start using a word such as “explode” to remind you to get 
your feet moving when you get the puck.  Similarly, if you find yourself getting frustrated 
by poor officiating, you have to remind yourself that the referee!s actions are completely 
beyond your control and focus on what you need to do - kill off the penalty and get back 
to full strength.

DEALING WITH MISTAKES
It is great for players to be focused and confident going into the game.  

But how do they react when they make a mistake?  

Hockey is a game of mistakes and it is those teams and players who recover quickly 
that are going to excel.  Players have to develop the ability to be able to recognize that 
they made the mistake, regroup quickly and refocus on the task at hand. 

Unlike distractions, where players often have to do some self-analysis to figure out 
which ones affect their performance negatively, everyone knows when they have made 
a mistake.  If you don!t know that you made a mistake, then it probably isn!t going to 
affect you anyways. 

The most critical thing to do after you have made a mistake during a game is letting it go 
and to forget about it as quickly as possible.   This is often “easier said than done” - 
especially when you score on your own net or miss a sure goal on an open net.  

No matter how big you think the mistake was, there is absolutely nothing that you can 
do to change it.  It is now in the past and you can!t go back in time and make it go away.
But you do have control over how you react afterwards. That is called playing in the 
moment.  In fact, how you choose to react after a mistake says a great deal about what 
type of player you are. 
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When you react negatively to a mistake, whether outwardly (like slamming your stick 
against the boards) or inwardly (by telling yourself that you can!t do anything right), you 
have let that mistake affect your bottom line. Remember that you need to stay focused 
on what you can control.

Although you do have complete control over your own performance, you can!t control 
what happened in the past.  You have the choice to either let the mistake get to you or 
to move on.  Since there is absolutely no benefit to dwelling on the mistake, the choice 
is clear: you have to move on.

Here"s Your Task:
Spend 5-10 minutes writing down how you tend to react when you make a mistake and 
what you are currently doing to help yourself bounce back from that mistake.  Identify 
what you might need to change to minimize those mistakes and how you react, regroup 
and recover from them. 

“Flush It”
One tool that has always worked well for many players is to think about “flushing” their 
mistakes down the toilet.   I know, it sounds a little strange - but trust me, it works.
When you get back to the bench after a tough shift, just take your mistake and “flush it”.  
Once you “flush it”, it is gone forever - or at least until after the game when you want to 
take the time to reflect on both the positive and negative aspects of your performance. 
You can “flush it”, “park it”, or “throw it out the window”. Do whatever works for you.  The 
most important thing is that you move on immediately.  In hockey, a few seconds can 
change everything. 

EFFECTIVE BREATHING

Due to the unpredictable nature of hockey, keeping your emotions in check is a huge 
key to your success on the ice.  Players often find themselves going from one extreme 
to the other.  First you need to pump yourself up for the game and then you need to 
calm yourself down so that you don!t end up in the penalty box.  

Effective breathing is a technique used by athletes in every sport imaginable and allows 
them to focus on the present.  When you are worrying, chances are that you are 
thinking either about what happened (the past) or what is going to happen (the future).  
The truth is that you cannot do anything about either one!

Therefore, if you catch yourself worrying, take a really long and deep breath (6 seconds 
in and 6 seconds out) to help you refocus on the present and the task at hand.  You can 
do this before game, in between shifts, during the flood or even in between whistles out 
on the ice. 
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Pre-Game Breathing
I started using this strategy during my first year of university and it became a critical part 
of my pre-game routine.   I would find a seat up in the stands where I could sit and see 
the centre ice face-off dot.  I would stare at the dot and focus on my breathing.  I would 
take long deep breaths in for a count of 8 seconds and then breathe out for a count of 8 
seconds while staring at the dot.  Staying focused on the face-off dot was sometimes a 
lot more difficult than others.  Sometimes I would find my mind wandering - I would start 
thinking about the exam I had the day before or focusing on what other people around 
the rink were doing.   But I would not let myself get up from that seat in the stands until I 
had completed 8 long slow breaths on a count of 8 seconds.  Some nights I would get to 
5 and find myself watching the game that was out on the ice, and have to start again.   

This breathing routine really helped me to clear my mind before game.  This was 
incredibly valuable for me since I tended to be too much of a “thinker”, instead of just 
letting the game come to me out on the ice.  I found I was able to use the same 
technique on the ice in between shifts to refocus myself after a tough shift.   Instead of 
taking 8 breaths, I would focus on getting in as many long breaths as I needed between 
shifts to clear my head.   I got to the point where I could move on from a tough shift or 
big mistake in only a breath and get back to focusing what I would do on the  next shift. 

FOCUS OVERVIEW
Pre & Post Game/Practice Notes
1.  Get a small notebook that you will use to write down and review your goals.
2.  Before each practice, write down 1-3 things you will focus on during the skate.
3.  After each practice, review those goals -  did you achieve them or not?
4.  Before each game, write down 3-5 things you will focus on to showcase your 

strengths, fulfill your responsibilities and help your team succeed. 
5.  After each game, review those goals - did you achieve them or not?

Distractions & Mistakes
1.  Identify your top 3 distractions - both internal and external.  
2.  What you can do to avoid having those distractions influence your performance?
3.  Spend 5-10 minutes writing down how you tend to react when you make a mistake 

and what you are currently doing to help yourself bounce back from that mistake.  
Identify what you might need to change to minimize those mistakes and how you 
react, regroup and recover from them.  
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